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Overview

The Project For Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) at the University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, proposes to initiate and develop for the Commonwealth

of Hassachusetts an evaluative system which can furnish information useful to

students and educators alike in adapting study patterns, pacing and sequencing

of instruction, developing curricula and, generally, improving the quality of ed-

ucation. It is widely understood that learning results from one's interaction with

his total environment. However, the Project has chosen to focus on the variables

related to classroom instruction for two reasons. First, instruction in the class!.

room or in related learning situations is the core of education. Students learn

most of their academic skills through interacting uith their teachers, schoolmates

and the facilities which the school system puts at their disposal. Second, the

Project has unique strengths in the evaluation of the learninge which are produced

in this context. These strengths can provide information particularly useful in

judging the quality of learning and suggesting adaptations which may be deemed

appropriate in improving it.

Basic to evaluative technique proposed is the concept of monitoring. As will

be demonstrated below, earlier methodologies of evaluation suffered from the weak-

ness of narrow and sparse measurement. CAY proposes evaluation of continuing

progress through the use of monitors at frequent and natural intervals in a course.

This permits feedback to the teacher and the student at regular intervals. It

facilitates adjustments in instruction and study which normally would not have beep

recognized as needed until a mid-semester or semester were over.

Basic to CAM is the concept of comprehensiveness. It encourages, indeed even

necessitates, a clear and comprehensive formulation of the objectivea of a course

and avoids the shoals on which many evaluation efforts flounder, i.e., fusty and
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poorly conceived notions lumped under the rubric of achievement. Further, it

uses a multivariable model of school achievement. The variables include; (a)

sociological variables dealing with family and social background of the students;

(b) school related variables such as ADA, expenditures per child, urban-suburban

character of the school; (c) student variables such as rate of learning and re-

tantion and initial achievement, and personality and vocational interest profiles.
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A Comparison of Three Evaluation Models

Comprehensive Achievement Mx.' )ring (CAM) will be described and its

unique features characterized. After this description two more familiar

evaluation models (e.g., usual classroom testin, and curriculum project

evaluation) will also be described and their strengths and limitations men-

tioned to contrast them with CAM. Finally, the pattern and quality of

information generated by the models will be compared.

Description of Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring

CAM is a system for testing achievement on every objective of a course,

at frequent test administrations throughout the course. At each test admin-

istration, performance on objectives not yet taught is pretested, performance

on objectives just taught is immediately post-tested, and performance on

objectives taught earlier in the course is measured for retention. Parallel

test forms, comparable in difficulty and content, are all used at each test

administration, but each student receives a particular form only once during

the course. Each form typically has an item for each objective. Each item

is used on only one test form. The function of a particular item changes in

relation to the time at which its objective 1.1 taught. Testing may take place

at regular intervals (e.g., every two weeks) or at the end of certain instruc-

tional units. Computer based analyses and reports are made.
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Specification of objectives. The most fundamental preparatory step for

the use of CAM is the specification of the objectives to be evaluated, in

testable, behavioral terms. Objectives nay be categorized according to numerous

dimensions, and possibly organized into instructional units. Written objectives

for a variety of closely related projects or courses nay be collated and pooled.

It is then possible to identify and select for evaluation those objectives

which are common to several projects, and those that are unique to a project.

Objectives are typically related to achievement: however, GAR is equally suited

to measuring changes in attitudes or perceptions. The pool of objectives is

called an objective bank, and a computer program is available to handle the

large amount of data involved.

Test itens. The second step toward the use of CAH is the construction of

test items. Every item is tied specifically to a single objective, and multiple

items are colstructed for each objective. All itens, keyed by objectives, may

be stored in a computerized item. bank, ready for sampling or available for

revision.

Construction of test forms. The nurber of test forrs, or monitors, must

at least equal the number of test administrations planned. Tests are made

parallel in content by using the technique of stratified random sampling. Forms

are also randomly comparable in difficulty. if an item analysis can be run

(perhaps on a pretest or an earlier version of the course) for indices of

difficulty and discrimination, the forms may be node more exactly comparable in

difficulty.
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Monitors are intended to be short tests, perhaps ten to thirty items.

Whether or not a single form covers all objectives for a course is a function

of the proportion of objectives to items-per-form. it may be necessary to ran-

domly sample (without replacement) the objectives, before doing the same on

the test items for each selected objective. This technique of sampling must

insure that, across forms, all objectives are equally represented. The same

consideration holds when items-per form exceed the number of objectives; in

this case, some objectives may be represented by more than one item on some

forms.

Student test groups. Studcuts are divided into test groups in order to

use all test forms at each administration. Test groups are best constructed

using random sampling of strata of students based on ability or prior achieve-

ment in the subject. This assures that each group has a range of students which

gives representativeness to the data for each test form.

It is most desirable, for several reasons, to include every student in

every test administration, and when set up this way, CAM has been found to be

a satisfactory substitute for usual classroom testing. However, it io possible

to use only a sample of the student population, especially if the number invol-

ved An a project approaches one thousand or more. 1:any different sampling

designs are possible. Using the total student population in one test group is

the design for the conventional project evaluation. Unequal -sited test groups

may sometimes be an administrative necessity.

Test administrations. Test administrations may coincide with the completion

of instructional units, or they may be set at regular intervals throuphout the

course. The latter hAs advantages in terns of ease of administration, and com-

parability of results from similar courses taught at different schools.

Appended package tests. It is possible to add a section to any monitor,

and have the results incorporated with the rest of the UUt data. This feature
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lends flexibility in that, should a specific diagnostic test seem desirable

at any point, the data can easily be assimilated.

Data analysis and reporting. Output fron the computer programs is as

follows;

For individual students

After each administration:

1) total score on that and all previous administrations.

2) a graphic presentation of the above.

3) a right -wrong indication for each item on the monitor, coded
by the objective represented.

At the end of the course:

4) average scores, across all monitors taken, on items categorized
by use into three groups--pretest, immediate post-instruction
and retention of varying lengths of time.

For whole jroup or subgroups (e.p., one classroom; highest and lowest quartiles)

After each administration:

1) percent answered correctly out of all iteus across all monitors,
for each objective.

Periodically, as desired (e.g., every 3 -S administrations)!

2) trend data, or achievement profiles, for total score and for
each objective.

At the end of the course

3) same as number 4 under individual students.

4) item analysis (using whole group only), treating each item in
three separate ways, by its three functions--pretest, immediate
post-instruction, and retention measure.

Data are analyzed, and reports printed, by computer. Data can be collapsed

in various ways, to be most useful to students, teachers, project directors, or

state evaluators.

Specificity of objectives. Any instruction, no matter how it in to be evalu-

ated, can call for a high degree of specificity of objectives CAJI, however,
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rigorously prescribes and requires such specificity. It is the base upon which

the detailed testing, analysis and feedback of the program rest.

Specificity of objectives allows similar curricula to pool and match their

objectives. What is common to ali curricula, or to several, is readily observ-

able, and provides a meaningful, detailed comparison. Objectives unique to

individual curricula can pinpoint actual differences concretely and precisely.

Test items tied Isatojectives. Each test item is constructed to measure

achievement on a particular objective. Therefore, test data always relate to

definite objectives, rather than aggregates of objectives! this allows evaluation

procedures to be matched with specific goals of the curricula. In this respect,

CAI!. differs significantly from conventional curriculum project evaluations, where

standardized materials are used, which have not been closely tied to the specific

objectives for the curriculum.

Modification of curricula. Conventional curriculum project evaluation may

provide some criteria upon which to base one kind of decision about an existing

project: "drop it or -continue it". These criteria are global rather than re-

lated to specific contributions of the project. Perhaps one of the most valuable

characteristics of the comprehensive achievement monitoring model is that it is

able to provide information upon which to make specific recommendations for re-

taining strong components of a project, and modifying weak ones. No project is

as effective as possible, as set up at its inception: therefore, a far more

pertinent decision about it, now possible with the CAV model, is "drop" or "con-

tinue with these modifications.-

Data more valid. If there is time on a test for one question for an objective,

then estimates of group achievement on that objective will be more valid if a

variety of questions is used across the group, rather than the single question

typical of both classroom tests and project evaluation. It is important to note

that the increased validity and comprehensiveness calls for no sacrifice in the
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economy of data collection, since each student need still answer only one

question.

Pretest of all objectives. All objectives are pretested before any in-

struction has been given. First, it is iriportant to know whether students

have already acquired information or skills from outside sources, to that the

project need not lose students' interest by covering material that they can

handle already. Secondly, an index of effectiveness must ultimately be an

index related to change in student achievement, attitude or perception. In

order to document change, it is necessary to have at least two comparable

measurements of the same characteristic, taken at two different times.

There is reason to continue pretesting on objectives to be taught later

in the project, because outside learning experiences, or interaction between

material taught early in the project and that scheduled to be taught later,

may both very reasonably cause changes in performance during the project. This

may lead to alterations, either in the sequence of instruction, or the amount

of time spent on certain objectives. Mien the level of achievement rises on

an objective not yet taught, it may be closely related to material just taught,

in which case, instruction in the later-scheduled unit could be moved up to take

pedagogical advantage of the relationship. Another possibility is that, without

changing the sequence, certain instructional units might be condensed, and the

pace of instruction stepped up. A single pre-course test, will not provide in-

formation for making the above decisions.

Immediate post-instruction test. The usual classroom test covers only

material just taught. CAII estimates of group achievement on just-taught object-

ives are comparable to those available from classroom testing. The number of

students usually involved in projects makes it possible to test each objective

with a substantial variety of items, without lengthening any one form of the test.
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Continual measure of rentention. Since objectives contineu to be tested

after they have been taught, throughout the rest of the course, there is a con-

tinual test of retention. Intervals between 'teach' and "test' times are of

varying length, and can be matched for precise analysis. For example, it would

be possible to measure retention spanning appromimately six weeks on all material

of a course except what is presented during the last month or so. Therefore,

estimates of achievement can be systematically made for each of the instructional

units after a specified interval.

Achievement profile. There are comparable data on achievement for every

test administration. This makes it possible to plot students' achievement on

any given objective (or group of objectives) for the entire course. This plot,

called an achievement profile, gives a graphic presentation of the changes in

group achievement throughout the course. This achivement profile is a unique

characteristic of the information available form the Clint model, and is very use-

ful in describing and reporting results of course and project research.

Figure 1 presents hypothetical achivement profiles for five objectives from

a course. Brief comments below the graph give possible interpretations. It is

obvious that achievement profiles provide a wealth of information, at whatever

point in the course they are drawn. On the pretest in the foregoing example, all

objectives except number 2 show achievement at the chance level, or about 20%

(five-option multiple-choice items). Several decisions could have been made after

test administration one:

1) Objective I was not learned-reteach it in some other way: 2) Objective

2 has tested high on both the pretest and test administration 1--it would be safe

to skip instruction in this objective. After test administration 5, two other

decisions might have been made. 1) Achievement on Objective 3 seems to be slip-

ping--review is needed, preferably soon 2) Objective 8 seems closely related to

Objective 5--perhaps it should be taught now instead of later.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

TEST ilDINISTRATION
(coincides with conclusion of instruction unit)

Obj. 1: tau -ht, but students did not learn; with
rapid feedback, could be corrected with
change in instruction.

Obj. 2: previously known and not,taught; without
pretest, this looks like student learning.

_ Obj. 3: taught and learned, but forgotten

Obj, 4: well taught

Obj. 8: appears related to objective 5, because
achievement increases when 5 is taught.

Figure 1. Hypothetical achievement profiles of group
achievement on five objectives.
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Continuous data available. Data are available from every test adminis-

tration. It is possible to look at group achievement on a single objective,

groups of objectives, or total content of a course, though this last is generally

less useful. Data can be summarized in a variety of ways, through the use of

selected computer programs now available. Desired data are always available

within a few days for decision-makings it is not necessary to wait weeks or months

for meaningful analyses. Many evaluation systems are not able to analyze and

report results with sufficient speed and organization to make the information

most useful to its recipients. Analyses can be tailor-made for project directors

or state evaluators.

One economic advantage of periodic feedback is that a project need not con-

tinue to its end to discover, after all funds are spent, that the goals of the

project have not been accomplished. Modifications can be made in the program if

student performance does not move in the expected direction.

Description of Usual Classroom Testing

The usual classroom testing situation includes the following sequence of

events: first, a set of objectives if specified for a limited instructional

period, usually from one to four weeks, second, an instructional treatment is

devised and administered to the students; and lastly, a test at the close of the

instructional period is administered to measure the extent to which the objectives

taught during that period have been achieved.

Students' achievement on material taught during instructional period one is

tested at teat administration one. Achievenent for period two is tested at admin-

istration two, and so on, throughout the course.

There is usually a -final test' administered at the end of the course, for

which there may be varying amounts of review offered. Sometimes major tests are

administered at other times during the course e.g. ju,,,c before report cards are

issued.
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Flexible weighting. There is great flexibility in the relative emphasis

accorded various objectives during the year. Decisions may be made at any time;

content may be added, dropped or modified. The testing is tailored to the con-

tent as the course progresses.

Individual student testing'. Usual classroom testing can yield diagnostic

data on individual student achievement, on the few specific objectives which

have been taught.

Tests related to objectives. Usual classroom testing may meet the criterion

of close relationship between objectives and test items, when the school program

is defined in behavioral objectives, and the teacher makes come effort to relate

the items directly to the objectives.

No pretesting. There is usually no pretest information on students' prior

achievement on any objective. Teachers usually assume that student achievement

is due solely to the instruction given them in class. Furthermore, they do not

know whether learning one objective has affected understanding of another objec-

tive. Students may also have experiences in other courses, or outside of school,

either before or during a course, which contribute to their understanding of

various objectives, whether or not they have been taught yet.

No test of retention. There is no information on students' retention of

objectives which have been taught earlier in the school year, except in the event

of some sort of major test. At that test administration, the interval between

time of instruction, and time of test-of-retention, is different for every objec-

tive taught. The interval may span almost a full school year, or be only a week

or two. There is seldom any data attached to such test results about the date

of instruction on a given objective.
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No comparison of student achievement over time. It is very difficult to

compare students' achievement from one point in time to another, because at each

test administration, an entirely different test is used there is seldom any

overlap in content, and the overall difficulty can vary enormously from one test

to another. The only possible comparison of achievement from one time to another

must use a student's rank order in his class. This still leaves no way to examine

changes in a total class's achievement over tine.

Description of Curriculum Project Evaluation

A frequently used strategy for evaluating curriculum projects is to administer

an extensive achievement test at the conclusion of the project. This may consist

of a test, or battery of tests, sometimes composed specifically for the project,

but usually prepared and distributed commercially, e.g. standardized achievement

tests.

There is sometimes a pretest administered before the start of the project,

which is either the same as the posttest, or an alternate form of it, but presumes

to measure the same objectives.

A single posttest or a pretest-posttest costs less than a more effective and

complete evaluation system such as CAM. There is a minimum of clerical and admin-

istrative work needed in actually giving the test, and if a commercially available

test is used, it may simply be purchased; no staff or time is needed to develop a

teat tailored to the objectives of the curriculum. What little analysis on results

can be done, is relatively easily accomplished.

Deficient immediate post- instruction testing. In terms of immediate post-

instruction achievement, the usual curriculum project evaluation measures only the

objectives taught at the very end of the project in a way similar to usual class-

room testing (i.e., immediately following the instructional treatment). This means
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that project directors do not have information on the direct effect of instruc-

tion immediately after students have been exposed to it.

Tests of retention. The interval between the teaching of an objective,

and the end-ofcourse test, varies for each objective. Such intervals range

from a week or two, to a full school year. Therefore, an estimate of achievement

based only on a posttest is an aggregate of innediate post-instruction achievement,

short-term retention, and long-term retention. This: composite score may be made

up of several subscores, but such subscores still do not indicate much about the

time interval since instruction.

No comparison of scores. There is no need to discuss comparability of scores

from one time to .,ether if the testing is done at only one point in time. Pretest-

posttest problems are discussed below under sample attrition.

Test items not specific to objective. In posttests which are designed to

cover an entire course at only one administration, there is great variation in

the specificity with which test items have been matched to the objectives of the

course. This problem is especially apparent when standardized achievement tests

are used, where general subscores are roughly matched with the stated objectives

of the project. When only standardized tests and materials are used in a post-

project evaluation, there is a definite lack of systematic information about the

achievement on specific objectives in the program.

Inappropriate weighting. In giving one large posttest, especially a standard-

ized test, the problem of weighting of objectives presents itself. A variety of

objectives could be poorly measured while other objectives are heavily emphasized.

It is likely that the intended pattern of emphasis in the course will not be

reflected in the evaluation instrument.

Test not comprehensive. Not only will there be too little emphasis on certain

objectives, but it is possible that some objectives will not be measured at all.
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Lack of comprehensiveness in an evaluation technique is a serious shortcoming.

Problems of sample attrition. All of the above weaknesses in the usual

curriculum project evaluation design are relatively unimportant when compared

with the most serious problem of all: the turnover of students. Those students

who were pretested before the program, and received the early sealents of in-

struction, are simply not there at the time of the posttest. Effectively, this

reduces the hard data to a posttest on students still enrolled in the project

during the final week, even if a pretest were administered. Therefore, the

results may represent very little more than immediate post-instruction testing

on the objectives taught just before the posttest. Pretest information, if it

has been gathered, relates only to the incoming abilities of a sample of students

roughly similar to that available for posttesting. The assumption is sade that

students coming into the project are similar to those leaving It but the data

cannot be used statistically in analyzing changes in student achievement, since

change should only be measured for individual students or identical groups of

students.

Com arison of the Pattern and sualit of Information of the Models

The amount and quality of information available from the three models of

evaluation described above will serve to summarize the characteristics of each.

Comparison of information. CAM yields more information than either the

usual classroom testing or conventional curriculum project evaluation. The

pattern of data resulting from each model may be fitted into a matrix, in which

the rows indicate all the objectives or instructional units of the course, and

the columns represent the possible test administrations during the entire pro-

ject. A cell of the matrix which is filled in, represents an estimate of achieve-

ment for that objective or unit, at that test administration.

The usual classroom testing pattern is illustrated in Table 1. The diagonal

line of X's at the last administration indicates a final test, presumably covering
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all the units of the course.

Table 2 illustrates graphically the lack of information available from the

usual pretest -- posttest curriculum project evaluation. This illustration makes

the assumption, not necessarily well-founded, that a single test does in fact

provide information about every instructional unit.

It is readily apparent in Table 3 that =makes available data on group

achievement for all of the objectives specified for a course, at each time of

testing. This comprehensiveness of the data provides the necessary information

for the variety of purposes discussed earlier in this section. It is easy to

see how CAM contrasts with the other models of testing, where information is gen-

erally available either on a few of the objectives, or as a composite score for

all objectives, at a single time.

Comparison of quality. Table 4 displays seven types of information, and

estimates their quality as provided by each of the three models.

Conventional curriculum project evaluation is fair to poor on all of the

dimensions described. These shortcomings are inherent in the use of single test

long enough to provide detailed information about student performance on a large

number of objectives is fatiguing and therefore less valid than short tests.

One long test excludes systematic pretest, irmediate post-instruction, and de-

tailed retention information. Attrition takes a heavy toll of a pretest sample.

Feedback is limited to a post mortem on the project's strengths and weaknesses.

Usual classroom testing provides for the measurement of performance on

specific objectives on an immediate post-instruction basis. By repeated testing,

the effects of attrition may be minimized. If usual classroom testing data were

collected across similar projects after similar objectives had been taught, ex-

tensive information would be available for comparing projects. However, an

accurate comparison of projects must also include pretest and retention in-

formation. The former is used to adjust for incoming aptitude and achievement
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TABLE 1

Usual Classroom Testing3 Estimates of Achievements
Available for a Group of Students by Unit and

Test Administration

Time
Unit 1 2 4 .,.

....

"."--"r

1 X x

2 X X

3 X X

4 x x

*
TABLE 2

Pretest-Posttest Curriculum Project Evaluations Esti-
mates of Achievement Available for a Group of

Students by Unit and Test Administration,

........ Time
Unit 1 2 4 T

1 X x

2 X x

3
X

X.

4 x x
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TABLE 3

Comprehensive Achievement .Monitoring Evaluation
Estimates of Achievement Available for a Group

of Students by Unit and Test Administration

Unit
T e

11.111.4.11
1 2

1 C C C C C C

2* C C C C C C

3 C C C C C C

4 C C C C

C C C C

C C C C
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TABLE

Quality of Information
Available from Three Evaluation Models

Information

Model
omprehensive

Aohievement
Usual
Classroom

Usual
Project

Evaluation
specifio to
objeotives

* * * * * **le

Pretest of
objeotivos

* ***

Immediate post-
instruotion
testing

* * * ** ***

Evaluation of
retention of
objectives

** ***

Comparability
aoross time

* ***

Achievement
profiles

****

Continuovv
ft,AAhAnk ** ****

Immunity to
sample attrition

*** ****

.1.0111110.1

NOM Quality of information rated as excellent ("01),
good (**4), fair (0*), poor (p), and not available
(blank),
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differences in students, and the latter for long-terr retention, or payoff of

the project. Neither of these is specifically available from classroom testing.

Feedback occurs frequently during the project, but provides information about

only one instructional unit at a time.

Comprehensive achievement Monitoring provides information for evaluation

comparable, or superior, to the other evaluation models. Its superiority lies

in the areas of particular importance to project evaluation: systematic pretests

and measures of retention of objectives. Feedback can be provided continuously

and comprehensively so that the projects can be critiqued and adjustnents made

before their end.

Evaluative Issues

Comparability. Similarity of inotruments and comprehensiveness of the data

generated are necessary to obtain indices of effectiveness on a state wide basis

or within a school district. It would be difficult to observe change in academic

achievement if the measures taken at one time, or in one school, were not directly

comparable with measures taken at another time or in another school. Further, it

is of crucial importance in evaluating educational programs that there be a sys-

tematic, on-going, objective accumulation of information about the achievement

of all behavioral objectives. Both of these concerns are provided for within

the structure of Mi.

Another issue in sharpening the evaluative process and improving the quality

of instructional tr^atment and curriculum design, is that of clearly specifying

behavioral objectives and performance criteria. It is inherent in the MI design

that courses be thoughtfully and systematically planned, without, however, des-

troying opportunities for creative and ad hoc improvisation.

Flexibility. Comparability does not necessitate a single standardized

evaluative instrument as Car. has &lawn. Vide diversity in course struct1,,e must

be accommodated. That comparability demands is that the objectives of different
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programs for the same subject be carefully specified and tested. For it is

impossible to compare course achievement levels from school to school, or even

from class to class, if the evaluator is ignorant of the dimensions in which

they differ. Hovever, carefully specified courses can be compared on their common

components by the CAI' technique.
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The Design of the Project

Scope of the Project

Purpose. The major goal of the project is the more comprehensive and

accurate measurement of the quality of education as a basis for the improvement

of education. Common weaknesses in school curricula such as unneeded redundancy,

low student achievement, or poor retention, are difficult to identify. However,

without an awareness of the weaknesses, it is impossible to make specific, con-

crete corrections. The notions of quality control in manufacturing, where a

constant sampling of the products identifies irregularities and below standard

units, closely parallel the concern underlying the project.

To create an effective monitoring of the quality of eoucation the project

must develop components for the evaluation. The major component is available,

i.e., the methodolaey and design of an evaluation system. The project proposes

to provide the staff needed for the evaluation by training state and school

personnel, and to write the required behaviorally stated educatione objectives

as well as the items needed to measure student achievement.

The demonstration, dissemination, and continuation of Comprehsive Achievement

Xonitoring will be explicitly built into the design of the Project. The use of

the monitoring by teachers in public schools under the supervision of State

bepartment of Education personnel will serve as a demonstration of the technique

which can be visited easily from any point in the State. The dissemination of the

technique to other members of the school districts, to other districts in the

State, and to other organization in the country will be carefully planned as a

continuous ongoing component in the project. The continuation will be planted as

a cyclic process to include more teachers and schools in each period of the cycle.

The professional growth of the participants is a form of permanent benefit which

will certainly continue.
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Sample Population. The project will involve professionals of several levels.

To ensure understanding and support for the technique State Education Department

personnel, school administrators and teachers will be part of the project. Twenty

schools in a state-wide distribution will be selected as representatives of cate-

gories like size, organization and wealth. Each school will participate at one

or two grade levels in upper elementary or high school in mathematics. Approximate-

ly three hundred students from each school will be involved.

Ottration. The operation of the project will include both sequential and

overlapping activities. The sequential activities will include (a) the development

of a bank of behavioral objectives and test items. (b) the preparation of training

materials for the State and school personnel, (c) the offering of workshop exper-

iences for each type of personnel, (d) the design of CAI; tests, (e) the printing

of tests and objectives; (f) the setting of data processing, and (g) the year-

long collection, analysis and reporting of data. The overlapping activities would

be superimposed over the sequential activities. They would be (a) the evaluation

of the project by questionnaires and interviews and (b) the dissemination of the

ideas. Each of the activities will be discussed in detail.

Dissemination. For the project to continue after its year of operation, an

explicit, well-supported effort must be mobilized to disseminate information to

several audiences. The audiences will be (a) the teachers in other grade levels

and subjects within the same schools. (b) the personnel at neighboring schools,

and (c) the staff of other state and national organizations. The dissemination

process must to an active, rather than a passive process. Although traditional

techniques such as journal articles and presentations at professional meetings

will be used, more active forms of dissemination will be used like (a) creating a

close network of information for participating schools, (b) intro school workshops

to promote the operation within the school, (c) invitations to neighboring schools

for visitations, and (d) invitations to neighboring states to visit.
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Plan of Operation

Each of the following sections will discuss in detail different phases of

the project. The phases are separated into two stages, planning and demonstra-

tion of CAH in Massachusetts. Dissemination will be a component of both stages.

The chronology of the phases is displayed in Table 5, Schedule Report Bar Graph

and Figure 2, Flowchart for Improving Educational Quality through CAI!.

Selection of sample populations. The populations in the project will include

state level personnel, school districts, school administrators and teachers,

academic courses and students. The major criterion for selection will be an

expressed interest in participating in a CAI: demonstration program. The openness

to learn new ideas in evaluation and to work in an innovative program are of

primary importance to the large scale demonstrations.

The state personnel will be selected because of their direct involvement

with instruction or evaluation in the schools, e.g., Supervisors in Curriculum

and Instruction, Testing, and Educational Research. Their responsibility to the

demonstration will be to help in the supervision of the monitoring in one or

two schools during the year and support the dissemination efforts. They will

be asked to contribute to the development of materials and to enroll in a work-

shop on CAL

School districts will be chosen as a representative sample of the districts

in the state. The credibility of the demonstration will be increased, if the

problems and successes can be clearly shown in an environment close to most of

the schools in the state. They will be distributed throughout the state and pos-

sibly follow regional lines.

From the school districts wishing to participate a sample of about 20 will

be selected. The school district will coerit an administrator, e.p., department

chairman, assistant principal, or principal, and two teachers to the demonstra-

tion. These personnel will enroll in a workshop during the summer on C401 and
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Figure 2

Improving Educational Quality
Through Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring
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CAli during the year. Each school will nonitor from 200 to 300 students in

one or two courses.

The benefits to the sch "iols will be directly felt in the training and practice

of the staff which will prompt valuable professional growth in the areas of be-

havioral objective writing, test item writing, and CM data collection, analysis,

and interpretation. The materials, objectives, items, results and monitor-

ing, developed in other grade levels and subjects will be available to all schools.

The in-service promotion and work sessions both within the school district and

across demonstration schools will serve as a major support of the ideas and means

of causing their continued use.

The courses at various elementary and secondary grade levels in mathematics

will be used in the demonstration. Other subjects on a trial basis nay be con-

sidered. The natheratics curriculum was selected because solid foundation of

past research has teen performed in this area.

Preparation of objectives and items. A major component in the evaluation

of instruction must be a clear definition of the curriculum and of the student's

performance in each objective.

To maximize the number of courses, for which objectives and items are

available, a three step strategy will be followed. First. all of the objectives

which are available from courses previously monitoree by Project Ci'O' will be

collated along with the items used to massure them. They will form the nucleus

of the objectives and items developed for the drmonstration.

Second, the project will use consultants, who are specialists in each

course, to write a preliminsry set of objectives and items for courses not in-

cluded in the objectives available and to fill in gaps in the existing materials.

The materials produced in step one and t'o will be printed and nade available to

the participating teachers during their training workshop.
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Thirdly, the teachers selected for the project will select, add, and revise

objectives and items to tailor them to their specific course. The revisions and

additions made by the teachers will be included in the final version which will

be duplicated and made available to the participating schools. The schools will,

therefore, obtain a comprehensive list of possible objectives and items which

they will be able to use in the future to continue expanding their use of either

CAM monitoring or performance curricula.

The Project CAF computer program to store the text of the objectives and

items may be used to facilitate the selection of objectives and the production of

the CAlt monitors. It has facilitated the ease of working with testing materials

needed for Cam monitoring of achievement. The computerized object and item bank

would allow the dissemination and use of these materials, but have to be keypunched

which require more resources then typing.

Preparation of training materials. Persons confident of their ability to use

CAM monitoring would be the most potent stimulate to the spread and continued use

of CM! monitoring in the state. Specific training and reference materials must

be available to the personnel participating in the project. They will be prepared

to meet the gaols of the project. A training manual or workbook for state level

and administrative personnel will present excercises in all aspects of the CAM

monitoring process, i.e., from defining curricula in terms of behavioral objectives

and performance test items through computer data processing and data interpretation

of results. Explanations in a step-wise fashion with extensive excercises can give

the pre-service practices necessary to feel comfortable with the ideas of CAM.

During the school year, these supervisory will be asked many different questions,

technical, theoretical, mechanical, and must have a ready reference manual to help

in answering them. The reference manual will also be prepared.

Por the teaching staff both training and reference manuals are also important,

but they must address themselves more specifically to the activities involving
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teachers, students, and parents. Excercises in curriculum definiticn and the

interaction of curriculum goals with instructional activities will be empha-

sized. Further, the interpretation of computer output for teachers in evalu-

ating their curriculum and in counseling with individual students. Similar to

the supervisors the teacher will have a reference manual which can be used to

answer questions to them.

A question and answer bulletin will also be written for the students and

possible for parents. These will provide concise answers to the most frequently

asked questions. Audio-visual presentations may also be prepared.

Each of the manuals will go through a pilot test for readability, thorough-

ness, and usefulness with a sample of individuals from the appropriate populations

because many training materials have only limited usefulness without adequate

preliminary trials.

Training and in-service workshops. Workshops at the end of the school year

and the beginning of the vacation will train the participants for WI monitoring

duri'g the coming year. The workshops will be organized by the Project CAN otaff.

They have been divided into sections, first one for supervisors and then another

for teachers. The reasons for this division are (1) the lower staff requirements

for two workshops with one half the total number of participants to be trained,

(2) the supervisors will receive more technical and theoretical training than the

teachers, and (3) if the supervisors are trained first several can be used as

trainers for the teachers workshop.

During the school year supervisors will run intra-school in-service workshops

for the teachers as a means of discussing problems, presenting more information,

and disseminating ideas to school staff members not yet using CAE monitoring.

Also, the project's staff will organize five workshops for all individuals using

=monitoring in the state. The state-wide workshop will be used to disseminate

information about experiences at other grade levels.
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CAM monitoring procedures. The details of the CAM monitoring procedure

have been well worked out. Several modifications in th,a experimental design

and computer analysis procedures will tailor the monitoring to the specific

configuration of schools and of information desired. The discussion will high-

light the procedures so that realistic estiriates of manpower and financial

requirements can be made.

The collection of data requires the specification of (a) the source of

data, (b) the sample of objectives, items and students, (c) the structure of

the CAM monitors and (d) the schedule of monitoring periods. The students'

responses to the achiever.ent items will be the major source of data. An effort

to collect attitude data on a regular schedule will be made. In keeping with

the model of evaluating instruction, a set of aptitude and demographic infor-

mation about the students and teachers will be collected.

The quality and usefulness of the information generated by the CAH monitor-

ing depends primarily on the careful sampling of objectives, items and students.

About one hundred objectives chosen for similar courses at different schools may

have an overlap in objectives. An overlap would allow a comparison of Achieve-

ment by a similar set of students in different environments. The sequence and

pacing of the objectives will provide a clear picture of the curriculum goals.

Items will be available to measure the student achievement of each of the

objectives. Teachers, curriculum consultants, and Project CAM staff will prepare

items which will be systematically and further edited and pretested in the field.

The items and objectives may be stored on computer tape in the objective and item

bank computer program written by the Project CA' staff. The program would allow

especially quick and completely accurate distribution of them.

Each school will determine, in cooperation with the demonstration project

staff, courses and classes within the course to be monitored. The assignment of

students to each of the testing schedule groups is one of the procedures used to
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increase the accuracy of the estimates of student achievement. The scheduling is

based upon the background data available about the students and used to maximize

the number of comparisons which are possible. The resulting assigned schedules

must be keypunched for the computer.

The structure of the CAM monitors used in each course must be carefully de-

signed. They must represent a set of randomly parallel tests which provide the

type of information needed to accurately evaluate the curriculum and provide

meaningful information to individual students. The Project CAM staff will be

responsible for this phase of the project. They will also supervise the printing

and distribution of the monitors to the schools. The structure of the monitors,

their correct answers, ar.d the classification of each question in at least four

dimensions must be coded and keypunched for the computer and the Project CAM staff

will supervise this phase.

The schedule of monitoring periods during the year depends upon the overall

goals of the monitoring. Each school will be considered individually and a schedule

which will meet the project goals will be developed. The data will be collected

at each school and forwarded by messenger or mail to the University of Massachu-

setts for further processing. There will be an attempt at overnight turnaround.

The organization of the data will follow the procedures shown to be most

successful in school oriented data processing. The students responses will be

recorded on answer sheets to be optically scanned and a versatile computer program

used to develop a data-bank from the CAM monitoring procedure. The computer pro-

gram edits, collates and records on computer tape all of the data collected about

students and their responses to test questions.

The analysis of the data concerns the frequency of the analysis and the type

of analysis. The frequency of the analysis will depend upon the frequency of

monitoring. ". bi- or tri-weekly schedule seems most approptlete. In addition
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to the periodic analysis, computer programs are availonle to plot graphic repre-

sentations of the longitudinal data and produce an item analysis which checks the

reliability of the items.

The types of analysis are not limited to those described above. A variety of

other periodic reporting comparisons, and statistical analysis should be designed

to meet the needs of the project.

The reporting of the analyses will be made to several audiences. The primary

reports will be made to the students being monitored and their teachers. These

impacts on the students' learning will be greatest by putting the analysis of the

results directly into the hands of the participants. The school administrators

and the demonstration project staff in the state education department and at the

University of Massachusetts will receive summaries of results reported to schools.

The means of reporting must be efficient, rapid and comprehensive to complete

the cycle of evaluation. The finest data will have no impact on the educational

program of a school or district, if they are not readily available. The report

of the analyses is printed by the computer in a form which can be easily read by

teachers, students, and the demonstration project staff.

Summative evaluation of the demonstration project. Although CAII monitoring

is a system of evaluation, its usefulness in the natural setting to school per-

sonnel and to students needs to be clearly documented. A systematic set of

interview questionnaire items designed to elicit the opinions of students, teach-

ers, and administrators will be used. Useful instruments are already available

and are included in appendix C.

Dissemination. Teachers, administrator, and state department personnel will

accept and use CAM monitoring only if information about CAM is thoroughly dis-

tributed. Specifically, the demonstration project must be systematically des-

cribed and discussed throughout the state. The dissemination efforts must be
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organized by at least one full-time project staff member with adequate resources.

Dissemination will be directed towards several audiences and may call on outside

consultants to develop the optimum strategy for certain audiences,.

State level personnel will be one audience toward which the dissemination

effort will be directed. Other audiences will include personnel at schools not

participating in the project, personnel teaching grade levels and subjects not

using CAll monitoring in the schools participating in the project, and the general

educational community. Each of these audiences must be informed, so that they

will support one another.

A wide variety of activities are planned for the dissemination. They will

rely very heavily on personal visitation and participation in invitational,

afternoon orientations to CAI in the demonstration schools. A newsletter to

participant schools to report events which occur during the first year of CAM

monitoring will.help to cement the participants together. Articles written for

professional journals will reach the larger educational community.
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Possible Effects of CAII

Effects for the Student

A prima facie benefit is that a high percentage of students enjoy the

monitors and look forward to taking them. This is no small gain when one con-

siders the mixture of fear and loathing with which students often anticipate

tests. A major task of the school is to create a positive attitude in the

student with regard to education and the possibilities of growth in the con-

temporary American school. Reasons for the positive feeling of students for

the monitor are perhaps linked to their non -- threatening character. The data

analyses which are reported to the student allow him to compete only with his

past classmates. Profiles of personal achievement are reported to the student

and not to his classmates. Intrinsic motivation is fostered. Secondly, the

student becomes less obsessive about absolute scores and more concerend with

his relative progress. He understands that he is not expected to -score high"

in the earlier phases of a curriculum or even in the later phases: that making

a right or a wrong answer is less important than the entire learning process

which can give him a relative mastery over a period of time in a specific field.

Also, though the student may not be explicitly aware of it, the learning

opportunities which he is afforded are generally more congruent with his achieve-

ment, his attitudes and his behavioral deficits. This is achieved through the

on-going pretesting and increasingly delayed posttesting which are built into

the CAII design.

Effects for the Classroom Teacher

One of the major advantages of CAU is that it encourages the teacher to take

a fresh look at an entire curriculum. In order to design a comprehensive monitor-

ing program, it is necessary to know with clarity and precision what one's learning

objectives are. Teaching if facilitated when curriculum is seen as a series of
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learning tasks that need careful consideration and precise articulation.

From the data analysis which is reported to the teacher following each

monitor, the teacher is enabled to make appropriate modifications in the pacing

and the sequencing of learning tasks. When these tasks were less rigorously

conceptualized and articulated, it is much more difficult to assess what class

and individual achievement and therefore prescribe remediation. Self-corrective

feedback suffered from the double fault of being defective and late. CAll ob-

viates these difficulties because the objectives and items have been rigorously

designed.

CAll fosters a high degree of professionalism in the area of curriculum design

and teaching method. It gives classroom teachers a criterion against which to

assess their growth in a non-competitive way. Class achievement profiles provide

the teacher with a personal record of teaching performance for self criticism.

The workshops, in-service training sessions and professional meetings which

will be held at appropriate intervals facilitates communication between classroom

teachers who find that they have mutual concerns, and similar problems.

There is a saving in tine to the classroom teacher once the monitors have

been designed. Absent are such tine- consuming tasks as m3king up tests, 'correct-

ing' and evaluating them.

Effects for the School

The school as a whole is furnished with data processing and analysis which

is more detailed, in-depth, and unbiased then might be furnished otherwise. The

basis for coripararive study, for curriculum and methods evaluation and for inter-

school communication and interaction is furnished. CAll also fosters staff dif-

ferentiation and interdepartmental interaction. This is because the implementation

of CAll requires the cooperation of school faculty and staff at various levels and

professional competencies. Schools do not have to allocate entire days to the

administration of school-wide standardized tests.
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Effects for the State Department of Education

As with those who function at the local level, personnel in the State

Department of the Commonwealth can benefit from professional growth through

the process of developing testing materials, curriculum designing and partici-

pating in workshops, CAM, if administered on a state-wide level provides the

state with a ready-make base for comparative studies of the quality of education

and it's correlated with such variables as size of school, urban or rural cha-

racter of the school, expenditures per pupil, and regional or local character

of school.

CAM, further, may create a network, which facilitates the cross-fertiliza-

tion of ideas in many areas beside that of CAM itself.
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BUDGET

The planning and demonstration stages have been divided into separate

budgets. The planning stage will produce (a) manuals which can be distributed

throughout the State for general instructional purposes, (b) objectives and

items for a base from which teachers could prepare additional materials, and

(c) workshops which would be valuable professional opportunities by themselves.

The planning stage could be funded and operate independent of the demonstra-

tion stage although the converse would not be possible.
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Budget

Summary

(1 January 1970 to 30 June 1971)

Stage

Date

From To Category Amount

01/01/70 30/06/70 1. Selection $ 3,040.0
2. Objectives and Items 11,686.8
3. Training material 7,808.0
4. Workshops 13,292.0
5. Programming 5,085.0
6, Summative Evaluation 700.0
7, Dissemination 2,666.0
8, Indirect Costs 1,520.0
9, Local Contribution $18,500.00

SUBTOTAL $45,797.8

II 01/07/70 30/12/71 1. Administration
2. Workshops
3. CAM Monitoring
4. Sununative Evaluation
5. Dissemination
6. Indirect Costs
7. Local Contribution $ 6,600.00

$ 8,776.0
12,450.0
54,180.0
8,280.0

13,474.0
1,056.0

SUBTOTAL $98,216.0

TOTAL PROJECT $144,013.80
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Budpet
Stage I

(January 1970-30 June 1970)

Item Terms Amount

1. Selecting Sample Population

A. Salaries
Director 1/4 X $1000./mo. X 4 no. = $1000 Local
Associate Director 1/2 X $600./mo. X 4 uo. $1200.
Secretary to Assoc. Director 1/2 X $500./no. X 4 no. 1000.

b. Travel
In-state for dir. ($.08/ni. X 150 ni./trip+$2.25food/trip)X

and Assoc. dir. 2tp/wk. X 16 wk. ($14.25 /trips) 466.

C. Equipment and supplies
Typewriter rental
Dic./trans. rental
Supplies

1/2 X $22./mo. X 4 no.
1/2 X $25. /no. X 4 no.

D. Other
Telephone $45./mo. X 4 no.
Office Space (20 ft X 30 ft) X $.50/sq.ft./mo.X
and furniture 4 mo. = $1200

44.

50.

100.

180.

Local

TOTAL $3,040.00
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Budget
Stage I

(continued)

Item

2. Writing Objectives and Items

A. Salaries
Coordinator
Writers (one for each of

four grades)
Secretary
Clerical assistant

E. Travel
Consultant

C. Equipment
Typewriter rental
Die. /trans. rental

D. Other
Consultant for VLSNA
Research Assistant
Pilot test duplication

Optical scanning

Computer time

Terms Amount

1/2 X $550./mo. X 4 no.
4 X $350./mo. X 4 no.

$500./mo. X 4 mo.
$1.50 hr. X 120 hrs.

$100. for airfare
$8.80 fron airport
$18.00 per diem for 5 days

$22./mo. X 4 mo.
$25./mo. X 4 mo.

$100./day X 5 days
$350./mo. X 4 mo.
$.04/copy X20 copies/pp. X
400 pages (i.e., 400 items)

$.05/sheet X 1 sheet/test X
100 student/test

$5./min. X 2 min./test X CO tests

TOTAL

$1100.
4600.

2000.

180.

100.

8.80
90.

88.

100.

500.

1400.

320.

400.
800.

$11,686.80

*(CATS will provide 2000 items and 2000 items will be written, all will be pretested;
Local contribution = $6000.)
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Budget
Stage I

(continued)

Item Terms Lmount

3. Preparing training materials - four documents

A. Salaries
Associate Director 1/4 X $600.41.0. X 4 mo. $ 600.
Writer $600./mo. X 4 mo. 2400.
Secretary for writer $500./mo. X 4 mo. 2000.

B. Travel
bone

C. Equipment
Typewriter rental $22./mo. X 4 mo. 88.

Dic./trans. rental $25./mo. X 4 RO. 100.

Supplies $50./no. Y. 4 mo. 200.

D. Other
Research Assistant $350./mo. X 4 mo. 1400.
Xerox $30./mo. X 4 ro. 120.

Printing $2./copy X 100 copy/doc. X 4 doc. 800.

Graphic artist $50./day X 2 days 100.

TOTAL $7,808.00
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Pudpet
Stage I

(continued)

Item Terms Amount

4. Uorkshops (two)

A. Salaries
Director 1/4 X $1000./mo. X 2 ro. = $50C. Local
Assoc. Director $600./mo. X 2 no. $1200.
Secretary to Assoc. Director $500./mo. X 2 mo. 1000.

B. Travel
Teachers $.08/mi. X 150 ri./trip X 20 trips 48.

O. Equipment and Supplies
Typewriter rental $22./mo. X 2 no. 44.

Dic./trans. rental $25./mo. X 2 mo. 50.

Supplies $100./mo. X 2 mo. 200.

D. Other
Teachers stipends $175./wk- X 2 tyks./tchrs. X 40 tchr. 6000.
Teachers room/board $50./wk. X 2 wks./tchr. X 40 tchr. 4000.
Constultant; statistics $150./day X 5 days 750.

TOTAL $13,292.00
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Eudpet
Stare I

(continued)

Terns Amount

5. CAI: ronitorinp corputer propramminr

L. Travel
Proprammer California to Massachusetts

P. Other
Computer propramrer SM./day X 20 days
Computer tire $300./hr. X 8 hours

$ 325.

2000.
2400.

Computer progrars C /i. contribution $10,000 Local
Cot puter propramer $18./day X 20 days 360.

TOTAL $5,085.00

6. Summotive evaluation

A. Other
'research Assistant S350./mo. X 2 no. $ 700.

TOTAL $ 700.00
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Budget
Stage I

(continued)

Item Terms Amount

7. Dissemination

A. Associate Director 1/4 X $600./mo. X 4 mo. $ 600.
Secretary to assoc. dir. 1/2 X $500./mo. X 4 no. 1000.
Clerical $1.50/hr. X 80 hours 120.

B. Travel
Associate Director $.08/ni. X 150 mi /trip X

trip/no. X 4 ro.

C. Equipment and supplies
Typewriter rental
Dic./trans. rental
Supplies

$22./ro. X 4 no.
$25./mo. X 4 ro.

D. Other
Telephone $20. /to. X 4 ro.

Postage $20. /mo. X 4 mo.

Printing newsletter 500 copies X 10 pages/copy
Dissemination consultant $100./day X 2 days

TOTAL

8. Indirect costs 8% X $19,000.00, i.e., funds
subject to indirect costs

9. Local contribution

48.

88.

100.

50.

CO.

80.

300.

200.

$2,666.00

$1,520.00

1111111.4. aill

1111

$18,500.00 Local

TOTAL STAGE I $45,797.80
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Budget
Stage II
(continued.)

Item

1. Administration

A. Salaries
Director
Associate Director
Secretary to Assoc. Dir.

B. Travel

C. Equipment and supplies
Typewriter rental
Dic./trans. rental
Supplies

D. Other
Telephone
Postage
Xerox
Office space

2. In. service workshops

A. Travel
Teachers to workshops

B. Supplies
Supplies

C. Other
Teacher's Stipends

Consultant

Terms Amount

1/4 X $1000./ro. X 12 no.
1/2 X $ 600./co. X 12 no.
1/2 Y. $ 500./ro. X 12 mo.

($.08 /oi X 150 ri./trip Y $2.25/trip)X
4 trips /no. X 12 ro.

1/2 X $22./ro. X 12 no.
1/2 X $25./mo. X 12 ro.
$20./no. X 12 ro.

$1C. /vk. X 4 a./ro. X 12 ro.
$10./no. X 12 no.
$30./wo. X 12 pro.

(20 ft. x 30 ft.) X $.50 /sq.ft. /no.
X 12 mo. a $360C

TOTAL

Local
$3600.
300C.

684.

142.

150.

240.

480.

120.

360.

Local

$8,774:00

$.0E/mi. X 150 mi./trip X
20 trips/workshop X .5 weeks

$100. /Workshop :t 5 workshops

$1200.

500.

$50./tch. X 40 tchr. /workshop

5 workshops 10000.

$150./consultant/vorkshop X 5 workshops 750.

TOTAL $12,450.00
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Iiudpet

Stare II
(continued)

Item Terms Amount

3. CAE monitoring expenses

A. Travel
Supervisor trip to
demonstration schools

L. Other
Designing CAY tests
Printing tests and ajectives

Keypunching
Periodic Processing

($5.00/student)
Final Processing

Research Assistant

Telephone
Postage

$.08/ni. X 150 ri./trip X
10 trips/ro. X 10 ro.

$100. /grade 8 ?rades
$.20/copy X 100 copies/test X

20 test /trade X C trades
$4./hr. X 4C hr./wk. X 8 wk.
$.50/test X 10 tests/student X

300 student/school Y. 20 schools
$.50/student X 300 stischool X
20 each
(achieverent profiles and item
analysis)

$350./vo. :t 10 mo./asst. n
1 asst./5 schools X 20 schools

$10./t4:. X 4 wks./ro. X 10 mo.
$30./no. Z 10 no.

TOTAL

$1200.

800.

3200.
1280.

30000.

3000.

14000.
400.
300.

$54,180:00

4. Sumnative evaluation

A. Travel
Lesearch Assistant

D. Other
Research Assistant
Consultant
Supplies
Questionnaire

for students
for teachers

Optical scanning
Computer tire

$.C8 /ri. X 150 ni./trip
2 tp./sch. X 20 schools

$350./mo. X ln roc.

$150./day X 2 days

(writing, typing, pretesting, admin.)
12.000 copies (pre and post)
CO copies (pre and post)
$.05 /sheet X 12,000 sheets
$300./hr. X 8 hr.

T(iiL

480.

3500.

300.

700.

300.

600.

2400.

$8,2180.00
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Budget
Stage II
(continuad)

Item Terms Amount

5. Disserination

A. Salaries
Associate Director
Secretary to Assoc. Dir.

E. Travel
Director

Associate Director

C. Equipment and supplies
Typewriter rental
Dic./trans. rental
Supplies

D. Other
Telephone
Postage
rrintinr nesletter
Dissemination consultant

Final Report

A. Indirect coots

1/2 X $C0C./no. X 12 ro.
1/2 C $300./no. C 12 mo.

$100/trip X 2 trips to Vashinrton, D.C.+
$60/trip X 2 trips to N.Y.C.
$100/trip C 1 trip to ashinpton, P.C.+
$C0 /trip X 1 trip to iY.C.4
$00 /trip Z 1 trip to LRDC in Pittoburph+
($.08/mi. X 150 mi./trip + $2.25/trip)X

2 trips /mo. :-: 12 ro.

1/2 X $22./no. X 12 mo.
1/2 X $25./ro. X 12 mo.
$20./ro. X 12 re.

$40./mo. X 12 mo.
$20./mo. X 12 ro.
$500./issue X 5 issue
$100./day X 5 days
500 cosies of 1C0 pares

$3600.

3000.

320.

342.

142.

150.

480.

960.

480.

2500.

500.

1000.

TOTAL $13,474.00

he Local contributions

83 X $13,200.00 i.e.

funds subject to indirect costs

$6600

111rwri..Ya-

$1,056.00

TCTAL STAGP II

Local

$4::8,216t0



Appendix A

technical Memoranda
and

Libliopraphy
of the Project for

Comprehensive Achievement Monitorinp



Number Title

Technical Memoranda

AR-1 First Annual Report

TM-2 Description of courses monitored by Project CAM

TM-3 Honitorir- 'chedules developed for research by
Project CAM:

TM-4 The relation of repeated, comprehensive pretest-
ing and student's achievement

'TM-5 A comparison of comprehensive versus unit pretest-
ing and student's achievement

TM-6

TM-7

The evaluation of item performance in an item sam-
pling case

Computer-Based, insturctional-testing data bank

TM -8 Separate 'nalyses of regression

TM -9 Educational innovations monitored by Project CAM

TM -10 Longitudinal comprehensive achieveient monitoring
in science education

TM-11 A computer program to evaluate item performance by
internal and external criteria in a longitudinal

TH-12 A computer program to tabulate performance profiles
of longitudinal performance testing using item
sampling

TH-13 The project CAM data blak for 1967-1968

TH-14 A computer program to compose and print tests for
instructional testing using item sampling

TM-1S Investigating a linear model of learning in ninth
grade algebra

TH-16 Analysis of the Project CAM data for 1967-1968

TH-17 ).onitoring schedules developed for research; 1968-
1969

TH-18 Demographic, aptitude, 6 attitude surveys of the
students, teachers, and schools in Project CAM

AR-2 Second Annual Report to the Charles F. Kettering
Foundation

These reports and further information may be obtained by contacting the Project CAN staf
or writing to William P. Gorth, Director, Project CAM, School of Education, University
of Massachusetts, Massachusetts 01002.

Author

Gorth

Gorth & Popejoy

North, Stroud,
& Knight

Garth, Allen,
Popejoy, 6 Stroud

Gorth, Allen,
Popejoy, Stroud

Lindeman, Gorth,
& Allen

Popejoy, Gorth,
Grayson 6 Stroud

Stroud 6 Gorth

Gorth

Gorth 6 Allen

Gorth, Grayson
& Lindeman

Gorth, Grayson,
& Stroud

Gorth

Gorth

Stroud & Gorth

Gorth 6 Pinsky

Pinsky b Gorth

Gorth 6 Pinsky

Allen 6 Gorth



Technical Memoranda

Number Title

TM -l9 Issues in comparing achievement patterns illustrated
with data from a naval training program

TU-20 CAM described for state level evaluation of urban edu-
cation projects

TM-21 Descriptive analysis of 11S420, eleventh grade algebra,
first semester

T1 -22 Descriptive analysis of KA442, one semester eleventh
and twelfth grade trigonometry

Prof'ssional teetings

Author

Burke 6 Gorth

Gorth & Wightman

Pinsky 6 Gorth

Pinsky 6 Gorth

Gorth, W. (Organizer) Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring. Symposium presented
at the meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Los Angeles,
February, 1969.

Gorth, V. and Allen, D. A new devipn for evaluation in mathematics education.
Paper to be presented at the ieetinp of the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics, Minneapolis, April, 190.

Lindeman, R., and Gorth, Y. and Allen D. Iten analysis in an item sampling case.
Paper presented at the annunl reetinP of the National Council of Measurement
in Education, Los Lngeles, February, 1969.

Forthcoming

Gorth, W. (Organizer) Designing instructional systems with longitudinal testing
using item sanplinp techniques. Symposium to be presented at the Arerican
Educational Research Association, Minneapolis, March, 1970.

These reports and further inforpation ray be obtained by contactinp the Project
CAM staff or writing to William. P. Gorth, Director, Project Cilf, School of Edu-
cation, University of ilassachusetts, Anherst, Massachusetts, C1002.



Vorking. Papers

Number Title Author

WP-1 The classroom teacher's manual for Comprehensive Gorth
Achievement Monitcrinp

WP-3 Anxiety, achievement, and Iroject CAll Gorth, Paulson,
& Sieber

WP-4 Data processinp for achievement monitoring Gorth & Pinsky

UP-5 Seven premises in search of a conclusion OP. the Yamashita
game

VP-6 An instructional management system designed pith Pinsky
Comprehensive Achievement Lonitorinp (MA, 69)

11P-7 Instructional objectives, achievement monitoring, Corth
and learning. what, how, why, and where of Com-
prehensive Achievement Monitoring (AEPA, 69)

WP-3 A new design for evaluation in mathematics educa Gorth & Allen
tion. longitudinal Comprehensive Achievement
nonitorinp (MTH, 69)

Publications

Gorth & Grayson. A program to compose and print tests for instructional
testing using item sampling. Educational and Psychological Measure-
ment, 1969, 29, 173-174.

Gorth, Grayson, & Lindeman. A computer program to evaluate item performance
by internal and external criteria in a longitudinal testing program
using item sampling. Educational and Psychological heasurement, 1969,
29, 181-183.

Gorth, Grayson, & Stroud. A computer proprar to tabluate and plot achieve-
ment profiles of longitudinal achievement testing using item sampling.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 1969, 29, 179-180.

Gorth, Allen, Popejoy, & Stroud. A conparison of comprehensive versus unit
pretesting as related to student achievement. Psychology in the School,
1969, 6, 391-393.

Gorth, Grayson, Popejoy, & Stroud. / tape-based data bank for educational
research or instructional testing using longitudinal item sampling.
Educational and Psychological Measurement. 1969, 29, 175-177.

Viphtnan & Gorth. Cfl; the new look in classroom testify. Trend, :169,
Spring, 56-57.

These reports and further information ray be obtained Ly contacting the Project
Ctli staff or writing to Viillat P. Gorth, Director, Iroject ur, SO.vol of Edu-
ction, University of rassachusetts, Amherst, Fassachusetts, 01002.



Appendix B

Participating Schools Vith
Coriprehensive Achievenent Monitoring

Hopkins High School
Ray Weidner, Director

Chuck Thiele
Janes Whitney

Andrew Jackson High School
Roy Carlson, Principal

Jean Stromquist, Chairman
Robert Christiansen
Richard Clark
David Larsen
Jars Morton
Donald Ronine
Jeanne Steed

Kailua high School
Hilton DeHello, Principal

Clare Callan
June Yamashita

John Marshall High School
Dr. Gaynor Petriquin, Principal

Max Lane
Ray O'Dell

Lincoln - Sudbury High School
Alex Marshall

Hopkins, Minnesota

Portland, Oregon

Havaii

Portland, Oregon

Lincoln, rassachusetts

Ballston SPA Ballston SPA, Mew York
Gerald Murphy

Board of Cooperative Educational
Service of Westchester County

%falter Goodman

Levittown Public Schools
Louis Pucci, Principle Investigator
Jack Robbins, Director

Yorktown Leirhts, Vew York

Levittown, Dew York



Appendix C

Sunmative Evaluation

Student questionnaire

and

Teacher Intervieo



Project CAM

questionnaire of Student Opinion

(last) PRINT NAME (first) COURSE SCHOOL

This sheet contains statements of opinion. This is NOT a test.
We just want to know what you really think about CAM testing.

W P"s
W W

CIRCLE THE ONE LETTER BEST DESCRIBING YOUR OPINION.
r4
4," ro .414 ww4 V v

Example: 1:1 :4
7-44 4 4

cf) 4
I enjoy work as much as play. (If you slightly agree,

you would circle C.) A B CJ D

1. There is usually enough time to answer all of the CAM test
questions. I B C D

2. There are too many CAM tests given in this course. AB CD
3. A lot can be learned by just taking the CAM tests. AB CD
4. The CAN tests don't help me to know what I should study

next. AB CD
5. It would help me to learn nore if there were CAM tests in

my other classes. A B C D

6. We should not be asked to answer questions on things that
have not been taught in class. A B C D

7. The computer report of my CAM tests helps me figure out
what material I haven't learned very welt. A B C D

8. There aren't many things in this subject that are
interesting. A B C D

9, The CAM tests are not fair measures of what I know. A B C D

10. Tests like CAM tests should be used in most of my other
courses. A B C D

11. Most of the tine I can't understand what the CAM test items
really mean. AB CD

12. The CAM tests help to point out material we will have to
learn next. AB CD

13, I like to take CAH tests. A B C D

14. I get my CAM test results back too late to do any good. A B C D

15. If we have to have tests, they should be like the CAM tests. A B C D

16. Host of the other students in the course like to take CAN
tests. AB CD

17. It would be better to quit CAM testing and have only tests
like we used to have. A B C D

18. The CAN tests don't tell what I really have learned in
this course. A B C D

19. I could not tell from the CAli tests if I was improving in
the course. AB CD

20. The CAM tests are good because the teacher can find out
what the class needs help on. A B C D



Please answer these questions as honestly and as thoroughly as you
can. Your answers will help to improve the CAM testing program.

(a) Write down several specific advantages that you can see in
using CNN testing aAd reporting. Be specific. Particularly
mention things which you like about CAN testing or which you
Leel may be better in CNN testing than regular testing.

(b) Write down several specific disadvantages that x22 can see in
using CAM testing and reporting. Be specific. Particularly
mention things which you dislike about CAM testing or which you
feel may be better in CAM testing than regular testing.

(c) What do you do with the CAM computer reports of your CAM tests?

(d) What improvements would you like to see in CAM testing or report-
ing? Be specific.

(e) Do you feel your grades should be based on your CAM test results
and why?

(f) How hard do you try when you take the CAM tests? Do you always

try this hard?



Pro jdct

Post Course Interview of Teachers

1.00 Description of Structure, Content. and Enrollment of Couroe

2.00 pplusingaprformance Objectives

2.10 How did you prepare objectives, e.g., write or select?.

2.20 What is your general attitude toward defining the goals of c course
in performance objectives and why?

2.40 When did you prepare the objectives for your course?

2.41 How much time did you spend the first time you prepared objectives for
your complete course, e.g., total wocking days or weeks for all people
involved in course?

2.42 If you rewrote the objectives, how much time did the rewrite take?

2.60 Are you able to modify the objectives during the course and then
reteach them?

2.62 On what basis did you modify the objectives, i.e., where did you get
information suggesting they should be changed?

2.80 Did you add or 4.-1::te objectives for pur course?

2.82 On what basis did you add or delete?

4.00 Preparing Questions for CAM

4.10 What is your general attitude tcliard preparing questions and how did
you prepare them, e.g., write or select?

4.20 When did you prepare questions?

4.21 How much time did you spend preparing questions?

4.30 What kinds of difficulties did you encounter when you were preparing
questions?

4.41 Before using CAM did you reuse questions from year to year?

4.42 Before using CAM did you reuse questions during the goer, e.g., test-
retest?

4.60 Do you modify questions from regular or CAM testing systematiCally?

4.62 On what basis do you modify questions?

6.00 Test fteparation

6.10 How did you prepare tests for CAM?

6.21 When did prepare the usual tests for your course?



Project CAM 2

Post Course Interview of Teachers

6.22 When did you prepare CAM tests?

8.00 Student Scheduliag

8.11 How was the CAM testing schedule prepared, i.e., for time and student
assignment?

8,20 How moth time did it take to schedule students?

10.00 Administration of CAM Teats

10.11 How did you administer CAM tests, i.e., what were the mechanics of
getting the correct test to the correct student?

10.12 Compare the time and effort between CAM and regular test administration.

10.13 What is a good frequency?

10.21 What are the difficulties in CAM test administration?

10.22 What changes could be made to lessen these difficulties?

10.30 How would improved CAM test administration compare with regular class-
room testing?

11.00 Scoring and Analysis of CAM Data

11.10 Who scored and analyzed the CAM tests?

11.20 What scoring or analyses did you perform?

12.00 Teacher's Perceptions of Student's Response to CAM

12.10 What is the students' general attitude toward CAM testing?

12.20 What do you think they like about CAM testing?

12.30 What do they dislike about CAM testing?

12,40 How consistent are their efforts while taking CAM tests, i.e., do they
sometimes try and sometimes not?

12.51 What per cent do you think really try hard?

12.52 What per cent do you think do not try at all?

12.60 How would you suggest improving student efforts?

12.61 What effect would counting CAM testing in grades have on student
interest.

12.70 How do the students use the feedback?

12,71 What per cent of the students use the feedback?

12,72 Do the students each have their own copy of the objectives?

12.80 How would you suggest improving student feedback?



Project CAM 3

Post Course Interview of Teachers

12.91 How much of a learning device is the CAM testing?

12.92 How much of a learning device is the CAM feedback?

14,00 Teacher's Perce tions of Congruence of questions and Course

14.20 What aspects of student performance on the objectives are measured
adequably by the questions?

14.30 What aspects of the student's performance on the objectives are not
measured?

14.40 What objectives are not measured?

14.50 At what level of difficulty are the questions written, e.g.,
mastery le,m1 where everyone should be able to answer them by the
end of the course?

16.00 Teacher's Attitudes Toward CAN

16.10 What are the good aspects of CAM monitoring?

16.20 What are the bad aspects of CAM monitoring?

16.30 How do you feel the monitoring should be improved?

16.40 How do you use' the feedback and with what per' cent of the students?

16.41 How would you use it?

16.42 Do you have enough time to use the feedback?

16.60 Do you use it for grading?

16,62 What per cent of the final grade in the course depends on the CAM
testing results?

18.00 Dissemination About Project CAM

18.10 With whom have you discussed CAM and what were their reactions (get
number of people, their occupations)?

18.20 To whom have you made presentations abott Project CAM?


